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The aspectsof mantle convectionthat do not require a knowledgeof the viscosityare
considered
first. Usingspreadingratesobtainedfrom magneticanomalydata, the temperature
distribution in the thermal boundary layers adjacent to the ocean floors is determined.The
valuesof the surfaceheat flux are comparedwith measurements.
A temperaturedistribution
in the upper mantle is obtainedby matchingthe boundary-layerprofilesto adiabaticprofiles
consistentwith the boundary-layer theory for finite amplitude convection.Mechanismsfor
a fluid-like mantle are considered.
Assumingthat diffusioncreepis occurring,a semi-empirical
expression for the temperature and pressure dependence of the viscosity is given. The
viscosity is found to have a strong minimum near a 100-km depth. The effect of a strong
temperature-dependentviscosity on the ascending,diverging flow near ocean ridges is studied.
The topography of ocean ridges is attributed to the hydrostatic head required for the horizontal flow. The excesstemperature associatedwith the ascendingflow is found to be of the
order of 50øK.

INTRODUCTION

1965] to proposethe hypothesisof oceanfloor
spreading.He suggestedthat new oceaniccrust
is formed at the oceanicridges and that this
crust spreadsaway from the ridgesto form the
floors of the ocean basins.The linear magnetic
anomaliesparallel to the oceanicridges [Mason,
1958] have provided quantitative evidencefavoring the spreadinghypothesis.Vine and Matthews [1963] proposedthat these linear magnetic anomaliesrepresenta fossilizedhistory of
the earth's magnetic field. As the oceaniccrust
is formed in the vicinity of the oceanicridge,
the mantle material cools through the Curie

To explain continentaldrift, Holmes [1931]
suggestedthat thermal convectionmay be occurring within the earth's mantle. With internal
heat productiondueto radioactivity,a Rayleigh
instability [Rayleigh, 1916] is expectedto be
present in the mantle if the viscosity of the

mantleis lessthan about10• poises.
Since the mantle is a crystallinesolid, it is
far from obviousthat a fluid-like, viscousbehavior can be expected.However,isostasyindicated that the upper mantle behaved like a
fluid; Haskell [1935] showed that the postwith
glacialuplift of Fennoscandia
couldbe explained temperatureand the rock is mœgnet•zed
the
polarity
of
the
earth's
magnetic
field.
As
if the upper mantle was a fluid with a viscosity
the
oceanic
crust
moves
away
from
the
ridge,
of 10•'2poises.Using this value for the viscosity,

the magnetic anomaly producedis a record of
the polarity of the earth'smagneticfield at the
time
the crust was formed. The independent
lar convection in the mantle. Extensive disevidence
of Cox et al. [1964] indicatesthat the
cussions of mantle convection based on the
earth's
magnetic
field is subject to periodic polinear stability theory and order-of-magnitude
calculationshave beengivenby Knopoff [1964] larity reversals.From a knowledgeof the time
of occurrence of these reversals the rate of
and Tozer [1965, 1967].
movement of the oceanic crust can be deduced
Geologicalfeaturesof the mid-oceanicridges
and the adjacent ocean crust led Hess [1962, from the spacingof the stripes.
Pekeris [1935] concluded that velocities of

about1 cm/yr couldbe expected,owingto cellu-

In order to relate mantle convection to ocean

x On leave from the Department of Geology and
Mineralogy, University of Oxford, Oxford, England.

floor spreadingit is necessaryto have a theory
for the structure of the convection cells within

the mantle. For constant fluid properties Tur-

cotte and Oxburgh [1967] have provided a
Copyright ¸
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dimensionalconvectioncells.The theory is valid
for large Prandtl numbersand for Rayleigh
numberslarge comparedwith the critical Ray-

Nabarro) creep of the crystallinemantle would
give a linear relation between stress and rate
of strain and, therefore, a mantle with a Newleigh number. The core of each two-dimensional tonian viscosity.Gordon also pointed out that
cell containsa highly viscous,isothermalflow. the range of values of viscositythat could be
Adjacent to the horizontal boundariesof each expected from diffusion creep was consistent
cell are thin thermal boundary layers. On the with thosegiven by uplift phenomena.Diffusion
vertical boundariesbetweencells,thin thermal creep is fairly well understood,and the deplumes drive the viscousflow. The boundary- pendenceof the resultingviscosityon temperalayer theoryhasbeenshownby Turcotte [1967] ture and pressureis known.
In this paper we considera model for mantle
to be in agreementwith laboratory measurements. The constantproperty, boundary-layer convection that allows for variable physical

theory hasbeenappliedto the earth'smantleby propertiesin the upper parts of the ascending
Oxburgh and Turcotte [1968]. The velocities and horizontal flows. The model is shown in
and heat flux predicted by the theory are in Figure 1. A justificationfor the model is given
good agreement with observed values. The

theory also provides an explanationfor the

later; here it is simply described.The main
ascendingmantle flow is confined to a relatively narrow and tapering plume, which is
hotter and considerablyless viscousthan the

volcanic activity associatedwith mid-oceanic
ridgesand for the structure of the oceaniccrust.
Other theoriesfor the thermal phenomenaas- mantle material that flanks it on either side.
sociatedwith oceanfloor spreadinghave been At the upper (free) surface, the plume flow
divergesinto two symmetricalhorizontal flows
given by Langseth et al. [1966] and by McKenzie [1967a]. These authors have studied away from the center line. The temperature of
the structure of the thermal boundary layers the horizontal flowsis initially higher than the
adjacent to the oceanfloors.
temperatureof the mantlematerialbelowthem;
Two aspectsof the constantproperty, bound- the horizontal flows cool rapidly by conduction
ary-layer theory for cellularconvectionare sub- to the oceanfloor, and at their upper surfaces
ject to criticismwhen this theory is appliedto they develop cold thermal boundary layers
mantle convection.The theory doesnot include which thicken as a function of distance from
volume heat releasedue to radioactivity within the center line (i.e., as a function of time).
the cell. Tozer [1965] arguesthat volumeheat Within these cold boundary layers, the viscous
release will have an important effect on cell assumptionis not reasonableand brittle bestructure.This problemhasbeenstudiedexperi- havior is to be expected.Thus we regard the
mentally by Tritton and Zarraga [1967] and horizontal viscousflow as overlain by passive
theoretically by Roberts [1967]. Experiment- brittle plates, which thicken in the direction of
ally, aspect ratios as high as 5 were observed flow. Within the plates there are no velocity
with volume heat release,using an aqueous gradients, and they are carried along by the
solution.

A secondcriticism of the application of the
theory to the mantle is that it ignoresthe effect of variable physical properties upon the

viscous flow beneath.

LVZ

The

",,, ,,,,'

horizontal

LVZ

flow is

-..

solution. If the mantle does behave as a viscous

fluid, then what is the dependenceof the viscosity on temperature and pressure? If the
Relotively
viscous,
slowflow
viscosity is strongly temperature dependent,
then a constant property solution may be in
Hotter,
lessviscous
ropidflowof
the oscendingplume ond the
serious error. Since it is not possibleto make
reloted horizontol flow
accurate local measurementsfor the viscosity
Coldconduction
boundory
Ioyer
of the mantle, any quantitative expressionfor
the variation of the viscosity through the
LVZ Low velocity zone
mantle must be obtained from theory. Gordon Fig. 1. Convection model for ascending flow
[1965] pointed out that diffusion (Herringunder mid-ocean ridges.
ß
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driven by the hydrostatichead (seenas a midoceanic ridge) associatedwith the ascending
flow. It is assumedthat partial fusion takes
place at the top of the ascendingplume as outlined by Oxburghand Turcotte [1968] and that
the oceaniccrustis formedby the intrusionand
extrusionof the resultingbasalticmagmas.The

from

the East

Pacific

rise and about

10 km

from the mid-Atlantic ridge. The uniformity of
the anomaly patterns indicates that new crust
is created well within these distances and under-

goeslittle subsequentchange[Vine and Morgan,
1967]. If the crust behaved like a fluid, the
velocity of the crust would increase with disbase of the horizontal flow is associated with
tance from the ridge erest [Turcotte and Oxthe base of the oceaniclow-velocity zone.
burgh, 1967]. However, the surfacematerial is
We first examine the aspectsof the model cold and has considerablestrength; therefore,
that do not require a knowledgeof the vis- it is not surprising that the material near the
cosity. Using velocitiesobtained from the mag- upper surface acts as a plate and moves away
netic anomaly data, the structure of the cold from the ridge crest at a constantvelocity. The
crustal plate is thinnest in the immediate vithermal boundary layer is determined. The
resultingheat flux is comparedwith measured cinity of the ridge crest,where the layer of cold
values.A temperature distributionfor the upper material is thinnest and where there is continumantle is obtainedby matching the boundary- ous formation of new crust by upward movelayer profilesto adiabaticprofilesat the edgeof ment of marie material. The interaction bethe thermal boundary layer. Assumingthat diftween the viscousupper mantle and the cold
fusionalcreepis occurringin the mantle,a semi- plate is similar to the interaction between a
empirical expressionfor the temperatureand viscousfluid and a moving solidwall. The thickpressure dependenceof the viscosity is ob- nessof the effectivelyrigid plate increasesas a
tained.This viscosityis usedto study the flow in function of distance from the ridge (or at any
the mantle.
point on the crust, as a function of time), as
the effects of conductive cooling extend proSTRUCTURE OF TI-IE THERMAL
gressivelydeeper.
BOUNDARY LAYER
In the remainder of this paper we will assume
Determinations
of the rate of ocean floor
that the ocean crust is moving away from the
spreadingfrom the measurementsof magnetic East Pacific rise at 4.4 cm/yr (1.4 X 10-• cm/
sec) and from the mid-Atlantic ridge at 1.25
anomalieshave been given by Vine and Matthews [1963], Pitman and Heirtzler [1966], cm/yr (0.4 X 10-• cm/sec).
We next consider the thermal balance for the
Vine [1966], Phillips [1967], Heirtzler et al.
[1968], and Mowan [1968]. Vine's [1966] data material adjacent to the oceanfloor. The energy
equation for the steady motion of an incomsuggesta uniform spreadingrate of 4.4 em/yr
for the East Pacific rise and a spreadingrate of
pressibleconvectingmedium is given by
1 em/yr for the Reykjanes ridge. Within the
scatter of the data the best fit is with a con-

stant rate of spreadingindependentof the dista.nee from the ridge crest.Pitman and Heirtzlet [1966] give a spreadingrate of 4.5 em/yr
for a different part of the South Pacific ridge
system. Phillips [1967] concludesthat the
spreadingrate on the mid-Atlantic ridge near
27øN is 1.25 em/yr at distancesless than 75
km from the ridge crest, but he correlateshis
data with a spreading rate of 1.65 em/yr at
distancesgreater than 75 km from the erest.
Heirtzler et al. [1968] give spreadingrates for

a largefractionof the oceanicridgesystemthat
are consistent with the above values.

Sincethe last field reversaltook place700,000
years ago, the first data point is about 35 km

(u.V)T = t•V2T

(1)

where g, the thermal diffusivity, is assumed

to be a constant(g = k/pc•,with k the thermal
conductivity, % the specificheat at constant
pressure,and p the density). At shallowdepths
it is appropriateto treat the mantle material
as incompressible.
A solutionto (1) for the temperature distribution adjacent to the ocean floor is obtained
with the following approximations:
1. It is assumedthat large thermal gradients
are confined to thin thermal boundary layers
adjacent to the ocean floors. It is consistent
with this assumptionto. take O2/Ox
• << OVOy
•
on the right side of (1). The validity of this
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approximation will be verified when numerical

Goranson[1942] and more recentlyby Kelley

values are obtained.

[1960]. Values of the specificheats as a function of depth have been calculatedby U#en
[1952] and have been tabulated by Jacobs

2.

It

is assumed that

the material

in the

boundary layer is convectinghorizontallywith
a constant velocity Uo.The cold material in the
boundary layer has considerablestrength and
convectswithout relative motion. Clearly this
approximation breaks down in the immediate
vicinity of the ridge crest, sinceu• ----0 at x -0 is the definitionof the ridge crest.
3. It is assumedthat the upper mantle below the thermal boundarylayer has a temperature T• and that the oceanfloor has a temperature To. Therefore the appropriate boundary
conditionsfor a solutionof (1) are T -- T• at
x = 0, T = To aty = 0, and T-• T•asy-•
•o, where x is the horizontal distancefrom the

ridgecrestand y the depth.
With these approximations(1) reducesto

uo(OT/Ox)
-- K(O2TIOY
2)

(2)

The solution of (2) that satisfiesthe required
boundary conditionsis

[1956]. Within the structure of the thermal

boundarylayer, cp -- 0.27 cal/g øK shouldbe
a goodapproximation.
Thermal conductivitymeasurementsmade on
rocks and silicate materials have been reviewed

by Goranson[1942] and Clark [1966]. A semiempiricalmodelfor the variation of conductivity
with temperaturehas beengiven by Clark and
Ringwood [1964], and theoretical models for
the variation of conductivitywith depth have
been given by Lubimova [1960, 1967]; Lubimova's theoretical models involve assumptions

on the distributionof temperaturewith depth.
In general,in the upper two hundredkilometers
of the earth, where pressuresand temperatures
are relatively low but thermal gradients are
high, a reductionin conductivitywith depth is
expected; at greater depths and higher temperatures conductivity should increase with

depth. The rate of this increasewith depth is
To--

T,,,

--

•r

•/2

e-z'•dz

•o

(3)

The local heat flux per unit area to the ocean
floor qois obtainedfrom (3) with the result

k[
OT] - (Tin-To)
(pUoc•ki
'/• (4)
qo---L•y•:
o

\

7•x

extremely uncertain; recent measurementsof
the opacity of olivine at high temperatures

[Fukao e• al., 1968] indicate, however,that
someprevious estimatesof the importanceof
radiative transfer at high temperature [Clark,
1957] are too high by a substantial amount.
Kanamori et al. [1968] have made direct measurements of thermal diffusivity • on a number
of minerals relevant to the compositionof the
upper mantle.

/

It is not particularly difficult to carry out
heat transfer calculationswith temperature-dependent thermal properties.Itowever, for the
mantle when observedvaluesfor the spreading upper mantle, the uncertaintiesin the values of
rates are used.
the thermal propertiesare of the sameorder as
their variation with temperature.Thereforeour
It should be emphasizedthat these results are
not dependentupon the viscosityof the upper

THERMAL

PROPERTIES OF THE

UPPER MANTLE

Before a temperature distribution and the

heat flux can be obtained,the thermal properties of the upper mantle must be specified.The
thermal boundary layer is thin, so that compressionwithin it can be neglectedand a mean
densityof 3.3 g/cm8 is a goodapproximation.
Specificheats of rocksand silicatemineralsat
atmosphericpressure over varying ranges of
temperaturehave been measuredby a number
of workers, and their results are reviewed by

calculations will be carried out with

constant

thermal properties. We choosek ---- 0.007 cal/
(cm sec øK) as a representativevalue of the
thermal conductivity within the thermal boundary layer. A reasonableerror estimate should

be --+30%.With cp = 0.27 cal/g øK and p =
3.3 g/cm8, the correspondingvalue for the
thermal diffusivity is g = 0.008 cm'/sec.
HEAT Frvx

TO THE OCEAN F•ooa

The ocean floor temperature is taken to be
OøC. The temperature of the upper mantle at
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The heat flux to the ocean floor as a function
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Fig. 2. Boundary-layer temperature profile for

of distancefrom the ridge crest obtainedfrom
(4) is given in Figure 3 for the East Pacific
rise and in Figure 4 for the mid-Atlantic ridge.
Includedin Figures3 and 4 are the compilations
of heat flow measurementsgiven by Lee and
Uyeda [1965] and by Von Herzen and Langseth
[1965]. Sincethe actual data pointshave a wide
scatter, only the 75 and 50 percentfielines are
includedfrom the compilationsof the measure-

ments. With the large scatter it is difficult to
predict whether the 50 percentfieline is representative or whether systematic errors favor
the lower edge of the thermal boundary layer low measurements,so that the 75 percentfie
is taken to be 1,400øC.This value is consistent line is a better representation.We return to
with the present state of knowledge of the this problem below.
The steady-state heat flux calculated by
upper mantle and will be discussed
in somedetail in the next section.The boundary-layertem- Langsethet al. [1966] is also includedin Figthe East

Pacific

rise.

peratureprofilesfor the East Pacificrise as ob-

ure 4. These authors assume that mantle

ma-

terial at a temperature of 1500øC is injected
under the ridge crest at a rate of I cm/yr in a
zone 200 km wide at a depth of 100 km. The
layer is indeedthin, so that the boundary-layer following constantproperties.were usedin their
approximationis justified. The concept of a calculations: /c -- 6 X 10-• cal/cm sec øK,
thermal boundary layer adjacent to the ocean cp -- 0.3 cal/g øK, p -- 3.4 g/cm•. Numerical
floor is completely consistentwith the model calculationsof the temperature distribution and
for finite amplitude convection proposed by heat flux were obtained. These authors did not
Turcotte and Oxbuwh [1967].
apply the boundary-layer approximation and
tained from (3) are shown in Figure 2. The
thermal boundary-layer thickness is of the
order of 50 km, and it is seenthat the boundary
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the heat flux on the distance from the crest of the East Pacific rise.

The 75 and 50 percentfielines from correlationsof measurementsare,comparedwith theoretical

models.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the heat flux on the distance from the crest of the mid-Atlantic
ridge. The 75 and 50 percentfie lines from correlationsof measurementsare compared with
theoretical

models.

so were not able to obtain an analytic solution
to the problem.
The heat flux calculatedby McKenzie [1967a]
is also includedin Figures 3 and 4. This author

rain in which measurementscan be made may

lead to low measurements,it is unlikely that
these factors account for all the discrepancy.

Also,the discrepancyis too large to be attriburepresentssea floor spreadingby using a slab ted entirely to possibleerrorsin the valuesfor
of constantthickness,l, moving away from the physicalpropertiesof the upper mantle. However, possiblechangesof phaseduring the upridge crest at a constantvelocity v. A fixed temperature boundary condition,T,,, is applied at ward motion of the mantle have been omitted
the base of the slab. The following constant in the analysis,and their effect on the heat
properties were assumed: k -- 10-• cal/(cm transferredto the surfacemay be considerable.
sec øK), cp -- 0.25 cal/g øK, p : 3.0 g/cm8. Also, the heat carried by magmashas not been
The thickness of the slab was taken to be 50
included. It is known that large amounts of
kin, the base temperature 550øC, and spread- basalt reach the surface in the immediate vicinity of the ridge crest. In the ocean floor
ing rates of I cm/yr and 4 cm/yr for the Atlantic and East Pacific rises. It should be noted
spreadinghypothesis,
as developed
by Oxburgh
that the temperature of 550øC is selectedso and Turcotte [1968], the greater part of the
that the calculated heat flux at large distances

5-km-thick

from the ridge crest is in agreementwith the
mean of the measuredvalues. McKenzie argues
that this choicewould be consistentwith a large
increase in the thermal conductivity at this

basalticmagmas.Clearly theseflowsmust transport large quantitiesof heat to the surface.A

temperature.However,if suchan increasedid
take place, it is difficult to explain why the
temperatureis only 550øC.

reduction

oceanic crust is attributed

in the scatter

to frozen

of the measurements

and a better knowledgeof the propertiesof the
mantle would seem to be required before further definite conclusionson the agreementbetween theory and experiment can be made.

The values for the heat flux obtained in this

paperlie somewhat
abovethe measurements.
Althoughthere is a large scatterin the observations and although systematic errors such as

probe orientationand the limited types of ter-

TI-IE AI)IA]•ATIC GRADIENT OF TEMPERATYRE

It will be shownin the followingsectionthat
the oceanicthermal gradient below 150 km •s
likely to be close to the adiabatic value. The
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adiabatic relation between temperature and

ing to 7P -- 7o po; the variation of p and 4•
with depth are taken from Clark and Ringwood
[1964]. In all cases,a referencetemperatureof
• •/ •p = • •/ •c•
( •)
1600øC is used. There is reasonableagreement
where a is the coefficientof thermal expansion. among most of the methods, and the mean
Since the dependenceof pressureon depth is adiabatic gradient between 200- and 700-km
depth shouldbe near 0.40øK/km.
given by
Strong evidenceexists both from seismology
=
[Je#reys, 1939; Bullen, 1940] and from geothe adiabatictemperaturegradientin the mantle chemistry [Birch, 1952; Ringwood, 1958a, b]
that at about 400-km depth one or more phase
is given by
changesoccur in the upper mantle. The most
• = dT/dy = agT/%
(7) important of these is likely to be the break
down of olivine to a (MgFe)2Si04phasewith a
Before the adiabatictemperaturegradientcan spinel structure. This has been investigatedexbe evaluatedthe r•tio a/% mustbe specified. perimentally by Ringwood and Major [1966]
An extensivestudy of the coe•cient of ther- and by Akimoto and Fujisawa [1968]. Some
mal expansion for the earth's mantle has been thermochemical data relating to this phase
carried out by Birch [1952], and Skinner change are given in Table 1. The adiabatic
[1966] has reviewedthermal expansionmeas- temperature gradient is strongly affectedby a
urements on minerals and rocks. The coefphasechangeif the entropy differencebetween
ficient of the•al expansionis found to inthe two phasesis significant.If a simplesystem
crease as a function of temperature and de- with no solid solution (Figure 6a) is subjected
cre•se as a function of pressure.For a near- to a changeof pressure,phase X reacts to give
surfacevalue Birch givesa -- 3.6 • 10-• øK-• phase Y and the heat of transformationraises
and, at a depth of 800 km, a -- 2.15 • 10-•
(or lowers) the temperature of the system, so
øK-•. Theoretical values for a have been dethat the transition takes place over a finite
rived by Jacobs[1956], who givesthe semi- pressure(and its equivalentdepth interval) and
empirical relation
temperature range; where two phasesco-exist
during the transition, the adiabatic gradient
1/a = a + bp
(8) must correspondto the univariantphaseboundwith a -- 2.4 • 10• øK and b -- 6.2 • 10-•
ary. The case of transition with solid solution
is
shownin Figure 6b and the caseof two solid
øK cm"dyne.The adiabaticgradientfi as a
functionof depthobtainedusing(8), c• -- 0.32 solutionsin Figure 6c. The entropy changefor
cal/g øK, and T -- 1600øC(1872øK),is given all examplesis about the same,but the depth
in Figure 5. Verhoogen[1951] derivedthe ratio interval d over which the transition occurs
pressureis

a/% directly from seismicbody wave observations,and his resultsare alsogivenin Figure 5.
We m•y alsomakeuseof the relationship
7/•
= a/%, where.• -- V/-- 4 V//3 -- K/p, with
V, •nd V• the velocitiesof longitudinaland
transverse elastic waves and K the bulk modu-

lus; • can be found directly from seismicobservations,•nd 7 is Gr•neisen's ratio with a
value betweenI and 2 [Birch, 1952]. Valuesof
• from Clark and Ringwood[1964] are used
with a value of 1.32 for 7, and the resultant
curve is plotted in Figure 5. It is known,however,that, although7 is insensitiveto temperature changes,it varies with the pressure;we
therefore plot a further cu•e in which values
of • are combinedwith a 7 that wries accord-

0.8
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depth derived by different methods.
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1.

Source
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dT/dp,
øK/kb'

As,
cal/mole øK

AT,
øK

Ap,
kb

d,
km

44
22
16

-- 2.45
-3.95
- 5.48

82
135
230

1.863
6.13
14.38

5.6
18.5
43.3

Verhoogen[1965]
Ringwoodand Major [1966]
Akirnotoand Fujisawa [1968]

varies considerably.The methodsof ¾erhoogen perature differencesacrossthe phase change
[1965] may be usedto evaluated and AT; the zone could be reducedby conductionof heat
results are shown in Table

1. We take AT

upward. The region immediately above the

--

phase changewould reach a steady-statetemperaturehigher than the adiabaticand the re-

135øK acrossthe phasetransition and a value
of 50 km for d; this is dependentboth on the
slopeof the phaseboundaryand on the thickness of the transition zone (Figure 6b); the
thickness of the transition

gion below the phasechangewould be cooler
than its adiabatic temperature.

zone is not well

T•E

known and can be derived only by extreme ex-

Numerous authors have emphasizedthe un-

trapolationof experimentalobservations[Akimoro and Fujisawa, 1968]. Through the transition zone the adiabatic gradient becomesan
order of magnitudehigherthan aboveor below
it. It is assumedabove that the phase change
is in local thermodynamicequilibriumand that
thermal conductionis not important. The tem]

-

{

OCEANIC GEOTI-IERMAL GRADIENT

certainty that exists concerningthe distribution of temperature as a function of depth in
the earth's mantle. The only observationalevidencethat allowstemperature-depthinferences
for more than the upper few tens of kilometers
is that derived from the variation of seismic
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Fig. 6. Schematicrepresentation
of the effectsof phasetransformations
on the adiabatic
gradient. Heavy lines indicate phase boundaries;lighter lines indicate temperaturesas a
functionof pressure;w, x, y, and z are phases;œoran explanationof AT and d, seetext.
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velocity and electrical conductivity with depth.
Experimentalinvestigationof the physicalproperties of mantle materialsat very high temperatures and pressuresis not yet sufficientlyfar
advanced,however, to allow seismicand eleetrieal observationsto provide more than semiquantitative information on deep temperature
distributions.Interpretations of velocity distributions by means of laboratory measurements
lead to unaeeeptablyhigh values of the ther-mal gradient in the upper mantle [ToksSz et al.,
1967], but the uncertainty of the temperature
derivativesof velocity are very large. Variations
of the earth's magnetic field during magnetic
storms provide information on the electrical
conductivity of the mantle to depths of 1500
km. Temperature-depth profiles inferred from
these measurementshave been given by Rikitake [!952] and Tozer [1959] and are shownin
Figure 7. Surfaceheat flow measurementsyield
information only on thermal gradients within
the upper few tens of kilometers.
In the boundary-layertheory for finite amplitude convection[Turcotte and Oxburgh, 1967]
thermal gradientsare restricted to thin thermal
boundary layers; or, in the ease of a eompressiblefluid, the thermal gradientsoutsidethe
boundary layers are equal to the local adiabatic

$000
t

T•eC

OXBURGIt

gradient.Convection
in the mantleshouldgive
a similar structure,exceptthat someadditional
complications
arise from the pressure-temperature dependenceof viscositydiscussedin this
paper and from the presenceof heat sources
within the convectingmedium. We note also

that, if, as seemslikely, large-scaleconvective
heat transfer has been important during the
Phanerozoic,it has also been important in the
earth'smantle throughoutmuch of its history
and will have strongly influencedthe present
deep temperature distribution in the mantle.

Consistentwith this model,it is expectedthat
the thermal gradient in the mantle below the
thermal boundary layer will be close to the

adiabaticgradient.Gutenberg[1951] recognized
that this should be the result of mantle convec-

tion and proposeda 1400øCadiabaticgradient
for the upper mantle; he did not, however,
discuss
the approachto the surfacetemperature,
i.e. the role of the thermal boundarylayer.
We now considerthe temperatureprofile expectedat about 1000km from an oceanicridge
system.The profile has three components;in
descending
order,the coldconduction
boundarylayer profile, the profile associatedwith the main

horizontalflow below the boundarylayer, and
the profilewithin the very slowlymovingcore.
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TABLE

Depth,

Temperature,

km

øC

4.3
8.6
13.0

141
282
416

17.7
23.0
28.8
35.0
43.6
49.0
55.5
60.5
66.2

559
704

73.5
78.8
87.5
95.0

846
977
1123
1191
1259
1295
1329

1358
1372
1390
1401
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Viscosity,
poise

1.43
1.30
1.91
3.90
9.20
4.80
2.69

X
X
X
X
X

102?
10•
10•'3
102•
10•'•

Depth,
km

Temperature,
øC

Viscosity,
poise

110

1414

1.18

125
150
175
200

1426
1441
1456
1470

1.29
1.73
2.15
2.73

250
300
350
375
425

1498
1525
1550
1562
1720

4.63
7.75
1.34
1.74
3.

450
500

1731
1753

4.20
7.72

1.71

550

1775

1.77

1.40
1.18

600
650

1796
1817

2.97
5.89

1.09

700

1837

1.18

X 10"

X

10 •'•'

X 10•'2

X 10•8

The developmentof the boundary-layerpro- across the depth interval within which they
file has already been discussed,and at about operate. Thus, for an equivalent surface heat
50-km depthit passesdowninto a profileestab- flow, they tend to lower the thermal gradient
lished within the horizontal flow that has derequired to maintain that heat flow to a value
veloped from the divergenceat the top of the that is below the conductive value. We note
risingplume.The horizontalflow will be warmer that, if convective transport of heat is important in the upper mantle, there is no physical
than the underlying core by an amount, AT,
which is approximatelyequal to the temperature reasonto retain the strongupward concentration
excessat the top of the rising plume. It will be of radioactivity in the mantle required by most
shownbelow that this temperaturedifferenceis, conductionmodels.Chemicalargumentsrelating
in fact, small. We match the boundary-layer to the upward concentrationof radioactivityare,
profile to a 1400øC adiabatic profile, and the however, unaffected, except insofar as largeresultant temperature-depthprofile is given in scalemassmotionswill tend to homogenizethe
Figure 7. The adiabatic approximationshould zonesthat they affect,or, if partial fusionoccurs,
be valid throughoutthe regionin which s!gnifi- they may be responsiblefor establishinga comcant convectionis occurring.It is seenthat the positionallayering [Oxburgh, 1965, 1967; Oxtemperatureprofileproposedin this paper is in burgh and Turcotte, 1968].
It is not clear whether the present rate of
goodagreementwith the profilesdeducedfrom
the electricalconductivitymeasurements.Values surface heat flux is less or more than the current
of the proposedtemperature profile are also rate of heat generationby radioactive decay;
thus, at presentthe earth couldbe either coolgiven in Table 2.
For comparison,the temperature profiles ing, heating, or in a steady-statebalance.For
givenby Jef]reys[1929] and Lubimova[1958], this reason,the commonlynoted equivalenceof
based on unsteadyheat conductionin a solid, the present total earth heat flux and that exare includedin Figure7. MacDonald[1963] has pected from a similar masswith a mean rate of
also obtained a number of conduction solutions.
heat production equal to that of chondritic
It is seen that the conductionsolutionsgive meteoritesis neither evidencefor nor againsta
temperaturesthat are considerably
higherthan chondritic compositionfor the earth.
thoseproposedhere. If convectionis occurring
VISCOSITY Or TI-IE UPPER MANTLE
in the mantle, conductionsolutionsare clearly
not valid.
The argumentspresentedso far, althoughnot
Consideredin the most general way, convec- dependenton the viscosity,do assumethat the
tive processes
increasethe effectiveconductivity upper mantle is able to undergosomekind of
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is considerable dis-
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peraturesand may, at very low rates of strain,
be the main deformationprocess.
The only quantitative expressionfor the

cussionin the geophysicalliterature on mantle
convectionas to whether the mantle is a plastic viscosityof a crystalline solid as a function of
body with a yield strength and a subsequent temperature and pressureis given in (9). This
power-law or exponential dependenceof strain value is also an absolute maximum for the
rate on stress or whether it is a viscous fluid
viscosity.The viscosity or apparent viscosity
with a linear or near-linear (Newtonian) rela- may be lower than the value obtainedfrom (9)
tionship between stress and rate of strain but may not be higher.Since,at worst,Iterring[Orowan, 1965; Birch, 1964; McKenzie, 1966; Nabarro creep placesan absolutemaximum on
Gordon,1965].
the viscosityand, at best, may give the actual
It is clear, however,from experiencein the viscosity, we will consider Iterring-Nabarro
fieldsof metallurgy and ceramicsthat the alter- creep to be the applicable mechanismfor a
natives suggestedabove are not mutually ex- viscousmantle. We note that, as soonas partial
clusive and that the same material may display melting occurs,we shouldexpect grain boundboth types of behavior under different condi- aries to becomevery weak, and intergranular
tions. The form of an observed strain versus
sliding should become the main deformation
time curve is determined by the relative con- process.We shouldalso expect partial melting
tribution of each small-scale process; under to be associated
with a discontinuous
viscosity
some circumstances,one processmay dominate reduction.
and contribute nearly all the strain, whereasin
Gordon [1965] has studiedthe appropriate
other situations a number of processesoperate values for the parametersrequired to evaluate
simultaneously.A full discussionof these pro(9) for the mantle. His values with his esticessesmay be found in the metallurgicalliteramates for error are: E • = 5.5 ev (3-6),
ture [e.g. Cahn, 1965; Garofalo,1965] and the Y• = V• = 10 A• (5-20), Do = 5 cm2/sec
ceramic literature [e.g. Kingery, 1960].
(1-10), R = 0.05 cm. Magnitsky [1967] has
As Gordon [1965, 1967] has pointedout, dif- given valuesof the activationenergyfor several
fusion creep, which occursby the migration of minerals:E • = 5.6 ev for olivine,E • = 5.2 ev
vacant lattice sites away from low-stress sur- for enstatite,and E • = 6.1 ev for diopside.
faces and by a complementaryreverseflow of Magnitsky takesDo = 300 cm2/sec.
ions from high-stresssurfaces,couldbe of great
One of the most difficult parametersto evalimportancefor deformationin the earth'smantle. uate is the crystalline radius in the mantle.
It is an activated processin which the pseudo- Orowan [1967] discountsdiffusioncreepas a
viscosityr• of any givenpolycrystallinematerial significantmantle deformationprocesslargely
is given [Herring, 1950] by
becauseof his assumptionthat individualmantle
crystals may be very large (even kilometer
scale). The closestcrustal analog to deformaV = 10DoV•exp
kT
tional conditions
in the uppermantleis provided
where T is the absolutetemperature, p the con- by high-grademetamorphicterranes, where
fining pressure,k Boltzmann'sconstant,R the large volumesof rocks have undergonesimulradiusof the crystals,V• the atomicvolume,E •
taneous deformation and reerystallization at
an activation energy for the process, V • an high temperaturesand pressures.In suchsituaactivation volume for the process,and Do a tions the grain size of a rock is controlledby
referencediffusion coefficient.(Note: Owing to two competingprocesses;deformation tends to
a misprint in Iterring's original paper, the factor reduce grain size, whereas reerystallization
10 is commonlyplacedin the numeratorrather tends to destroy grain boundariesand increase
than in the denominator.The authors are grate- grain size.Absolutetemperaturesand pressures
ful to D. P. McKenzie for bringing this to their would dearly be much higher in the mantle
attention.) Although it is only at high tempera- than in the crust,but stressdifferencesand relatures that diffusion creep is fast enough to tive temperatures should be of the same order.
producea measurablestrain in a laboratory In such crustal areas grain radii tend to fall
experiment,diffusionshouldoperate at all tem- within the range 0.01 to 1.5 cm. This is also

kTR
• (E*+pV*.)(9)
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the range of grain sizesfound in the xenoliths
that, on textural and compositionalevidence,
are believedto be of mantle origin and that are
broughtto the surfaceby basalticlavas.For the

purposesof calculation,we take a radius of
0.2 cm.

Viscosity as a function of depth dependson
the crystallineparametersE •, ¾0, ¾•, Do, and R
and on the temperature and pressureat depth.
Using the crystallineparametersproposedby
Gordon [1965] and the temperatureprofilegiven
in Figure 7, we obtain the dependenceof viscosityon depth given in Figure 8. The minimum
in viscosityat 425 km is due to the temperature
increaseassociatedwith the phase change.The
effect of the phase change on the crystalline
parametersgoverning diffusion creep has not
been considered,so that the dependenceof
viscosity on depth due to the phase changeis
open to question.A dependence
of viscosityon
depth due to diffusioncreep and includingthe
effect of a phase change has been given by
McKenzie [1967b].
A value for the viscosity of the mantle has
been inferred from the postglacial uplift of
Fennoscandia.

The

Scandinavian

ice

values of the viscosity consistentwith uplift
data. We assumediffusion creep to be the applicable mechanismand use the temperature
profile given in Figure 7. The values for the
crystalline properties we propose are' E • --

4.5 ev, V• -- 10 As, V• -- 15 As, Do -- 2•)
cm2/sec,R -- 0.2 cm. When these values are
substitutedinto (11), the viscosityin poise is
given by

2.76 X 10ST

ßexp[(5.222X 104+ 1.087X 10-•p)/T]
(10)
with T in øK and p in dynes/cm•. The resulting
dependenceof viscosity on depth is given in
Figure 9 and in Table 2. The sharp minimum
in the viscosityis similar to one of the models

proposed
by McConnell[1965] on the basisof
uplift data. This dependence
is also similar to
the dependenceof the damping of seismic
waves,Q, on depth as givenby Andersonand
Archambeau [1964].

It shouldbe emphasized
that, in writing (10),
we assumethat diffusioncreep is the viscosity

shield

melted
11,000
yearsago,andthesurface
isstill

--

rising at a rate of about I cm/yr over an area
with a mean diameter of about 1,400 km. Assuming a constant viscosity for the mantle,
Haskell [1935, 1936, 1937] obtainedan effective
viscosityof 1022poises.Other authorswho have
consideredthe problem obtain similar values.
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Crittenden
[1963]hasconsidered
the upliftof
Lake Bonneville
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after the removal of the water

_

-

load and obtained an effective viscosity of 10•

-

.

.

_

-

poiseswith the uplift occurring
over a mean poise
-

diameter

_

of about 200 km. A review of the

_

uplift data has recently been given by Crittenden [1967], who concludesthat a viscosity of
10• poises is generally applicable. McConnell

[1965]
and
Artyushkov
[1967]
have
found
that

a viscositydependenton depth doesnot have a
large effect on the determinationof viscosity
from uplift data.
It

is seen that

_
the viscosities inferred

from
-

uplift data are 1 to 2 ordersof magnitudelower
than the viscositiesgiven in Figure 8. How-

ever,
thisdiscrepancy
iswellwithin
theacceptable variation of the crystallineparameters.We
thereforeproposea modelfor the viscosityas a

functionof temperatureand pressurethat gives

I00

y, km

OOC

Fig. 8. Dependenceof viscosityon depth from
(9), using crystalline parameters proposed by
Gordon [1965].
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FLOW IN THE UPPER MANTLE

With constant viscosity the velocitiesassociated with cellular convection have the same

Fig. 9. Dependence of viscosity on depth proposedin this paper from (10).

order of magnitudethroughoutthe convection
cell.Also,the flow is symmetricwith respectto
the hot and coldboundaries
if the samevelocity
boundaryconditionis appliedat the two boundaries [Oxburghand Turco.
tte, 1968]. However,
when the viscosityhas a strong dependence
on temperature,largevelocitiescanbe expected
in regionswhere the temperatureis high and
the viscosityis low. Clearly, cellularconvection
in sucha fluid is not expectedto be symmetric
with respectto the hot and cold boundaries.It
is expectedthat the excesstemperaturein the
hot ascendinglimbs will be small,sincea small
body force will produce high flow velocities
when the temperatureis high. Similarly,large
body forcesand large temperaturedifferences
can be expectedin the descending
limbs.
Sincea completetheory for finite amplitude
cellular convectionwith variable fluid properties is not available,a flow modelmust be used.

mechanism in the mantle. We neglect other
mechanismsfor creep and do not considerthe
effectof partial melting.With a prescribedtem-

flow associatedwith the ascendinglimb and to
the horizontal flow away from the top of the
ascendinglimb. First we analyze a model for
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Our attention will be confined to the vertical

peratureprofile in the mantle, the minimum the horizontal flow in which the flow is restricted
viscosityresultingfrom diffusioncreepis sensi- to a depth l; we then turn our attention to the
tive to the value of E * and the increase of

ascendingflow and assume that this flow is

viscositywith depthis sensitiveto the value of
V*. Obviouslythe dependenceof viscosityon

restricted to a width w. The model is illustrated

in Figure 10. The viscosityis taken to be con-

depthas givenin (10) is not unique;it should stant in the regions of flow and infinite elsebe consideredas a semi-empirical expression where. Since the viscosity of the mantle is
dx

'.

W

:

Fig. 10. Flow model.
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strongly temperature dependent,the viscosity
of the hot ascendinglimb and the associated
lateral flow shouldbe small comparedwith the
viscosityof the cooler,slow-movingmantle surrounding these reg•.ons.
If a viscous fluid were extruded through a
slot in a fiat table, the fluid would flow away
under the influenceof gravity. The hydrostatic
headassociated
with a thick layer of fluid would
providea pressuregradientthat wouldforcethe
fluid to flow away from the regionin which it
was being added.We expecta similar flow to

1471

poises.The oceanfloor spreadingvaluesfor Uo
are used: Uo-- 4.4 cm/yr for the East Pacific
rise and Uo -- 1.25 cm/yr for the mid-Atlantic

ridge.From (14) it is foundthat l -- 125 km
for the East Pacific rise and l -- 52 km for the

mid-Atlantic ridge. These values seem to be
entirely reasonable.
Alternatively, it could be assumedthat the
depth of the zone of flow corresponded
to the
base ot•the oceaniclow-velocityzone at about
150 km. Insertingthis value for l into (14) and

solving for V, we find that V for the midAtlantic ridge is 8.4 X 10• poisesand for the
material reaches the surface in the ascending East Pacific rise is 1.43 X 10• poises.A vislimb associated
with the ridge crest.As material cosity differenceof this size requires a temis added,the hydrostatichead increasesand a perature differenceof 60øK from (14). Such a
lateral pressuregradient develops,which causes. differencemay be qualitativelycorrelatedwith
the mantle material to flow away from the ridge the difference in heat flux between the Atlantic
crest. The pressuregradient at a fixed depth and Pacificridges.
The analysis given above would seem to
is givenby the equationfor hydrostaticequilibrium
verify the associationbetweenthe ridge topography and the hydrostatichead required for
dp/dx - (p•po)g(dh/dx) (11) horizontal viscousflow. La•gseth et al. [1966]
where p• is the densityof the crust and upper associatedthe ridge topography with elastic
mantle,pois the densityof the oceanwater, and expansion.However, such a theory is not condh/dx is the slopeof the oceanfloor associatecl sistent with a viscous model for the mantle.

be associated with mantle convection. Mantle

with the mid-oceanridge.
The lateral flow away from the ridge crest

We next consider the flow associated with the

ascendinglimb. It is assumedthat the vertical

is determinedby a balancebetweenthe pressure flow is confined to a width w. The flow within
gradient and the viscousretardingforce. For this region is given by a balancebetween the
gravitational body force and viscosity.For a
steadyhorizontalflow, this is givenby
steady vertical flow, this balanceis given by

dp/dx = (d/dy)[v(du/dy)]

(12)

If the flow is confinedto a region of thick-

nessl, the appropriateboundaryconditions
are
du/dy -- 0 at y = 0 and u = 0 at y = l.
Assumingthe viscosityis a constant,the appropriatesolutionof (11) and (12) is

u= (p•-po)g
dh(1• _ y•) (13)
2•
dx
and the velocity of sea floor spreading,i.e. u
at y = 0, is givenby

Uo=

(p•-dh
•
2• po)g
d• 1

(14)

Althoughthereis considerable
variation,we take
dh/dx = 1/750 for the mid-Atlanticridge and
dh/dx • 1/1250 for the East Pacific rise
[Talwaniet al., 1965].We take p• = 3.3 g/cm•,

• = 1.0 g/cm•, g = 980 cm/sec',V = 10•

where• is the temperatureexcessin the ascending limb. The viscosityand temperature excess
are assumedto be constantwithin the regionof
flow. With the flow confined to a region of
width w, the appropriateboundary conditions
are v ---- 0 at x -- _w/2, and the solutionof
(15) is

'

- x

)

(16)

We take p,• -- 3.3 g/cm3, e• -- 4 X 10-' øK-•,
g -- 980 cm/sec',and V -- 10= poises.We assume that w -- 2 l; from the result obtained
above, to ---- 104 km for the mid-Atlantic ridge
and w -- 250 km for the East Pacific rise. With

•v -- 2 l, it is necessary
that the vertical velocity
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on the centerline of the ascending
plumeequal terms of the model given in this paper, th•s
the surfacevelocityu• of the horizontalflow, compensation
must result from the expansion
if the mass flows are to be equal. Therefore of material at depth.
v(x=o, -- 4.4 cm/yr for the East Pacific rise and
v(x=o• -- 1.25 cm/yr for the mid-Atlantic ridge.

Substituting
thesevaluesinto (16), we find that
the temperatureexcess• -- 14øK for the East
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Pacific rise and • -- 23øK for the mid-Atlantic

ridge.Thesevaluesfor the excesstemperature
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